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Enjoyment
Social event
Shiggy
Exciting
Xcountry running & walking
Hare raisers
Ale
Silly songs
Happiness
Interesting venues
Nosh
Great company
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Viagra
A woman asked a pharmacist “Do you sell Viagra?”
Yes he replied.
She asked, “and does it work?”
“Oh yes it certainly does” answered the chemist.
She said, “Can you get it over the counter?”
He replied, “I can if I take two.”
Little Johnny
A teacher asks the kids in her 3rd grade class:
"What do you want to be when you grow up?" Little Johnny says:
"I wanna hit the Powerball and be a billionaire, go to the most expensive clubs, find me the finest whore on the planet, give her a
Ferrari worth over a million bucks, an apartment in Copacabana, a
mansion in Paris , a jet to travel throughout Europe, and an Infinite Visa Card, and bang her three times a day in the most exotic
places on earth". The teacher, shocked, and not knowing what to
do with this horrible response- from little Johnny, decides not to
acknowledge what he said and simply tries to continue with the
lesson .... "And how about you, Sarah?"
"I wanna be Johnny's whore”.
———————————————
Love Story
“Hi. I’m Jane” she said
“I’m Christopher” he replied, but
everyone calls me Dick for short.
“Dick” she said. How do you get
Dick from Christopher?
“Ask nicely” he replied.

Nice one NHS
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User: My usual password is suddenly not working. Why?
Website chat assistant: Your password has expired. You must register a new one.
User: Why do I need a new one as that one was working fine?
Website: You must get a new one as they automatically expire every 30 days.
User: Can I use the old one and just re-register it?
Website: No. You must get a new one.
User: I don't want a new one as that is one more thing for me to remember.
Website: Sorry. You must get a new one.
User: Ok, roses
Website: Sorry. You must use more letters.
User: Pretty roses
Website: You must use at least one number.
User: 1 pretty rose
Website: You cannot use blank spaces.
User: 1prettyrose
Website: You must use additional letters.
User: 1fuckingprettyrose
Website: You must use at least one capital letter.
User: 1FUCKINGprettyrose
Website: You cannot use more than one capital letter in a row.
User: 1Fuckingprettyrose
Website: You must use additional letters.
User: 1Fuckingprettyroseshovedupyourassifyoudon'tgivemeaccessrightfuckingnow
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Website: Sorry. That password is already in use.

Hash Hound Returns:
A Run Report by Bella
17th February 2014
After being imprisoned in our flat for three weeks it was lovely
to attend a hash at last. The hash in question was Small Prick's (S.P/) hash at the Golden Crane in Cranham.
The circle was called to order at 7:00 by Heapo and at 7:05
we were off and running. Poor old Corpse Shagger (C.S.) had a really hard time keeping
up with me, but after being cooped up in the flat for so long I had no intention of taking it
easy.
As we were running through an alley S.P. stamped in a puddle intending to get C.S. but
instead soaked me! (rather unfair of him I thought. Oh well, all in the fun of the hash I
suppose).
I ran round a corner and there it was... A FOOTBALL!!! I decided I must have it but just
as I was about to grab it Casey picked it up and ran off with it. I was gutted.
We came to the first check but I didn't want to stop. I just wanted to carry on running. I let
everybody know how I felt by letting out some really loud yelps, which could be heard in
London I reckon.
We were soon on our way again and suddenly came across a kissing gate. I have great
fun at these causing C.S all sorts of problems. This time I just ran straight underneath
the gate trapping him in the middle part (you should have heard him yelp!). Luckily S.P.
was there and he took hold of my lead so that c.s. could free himself. Great fun!!!
On we went through fields and woods full of lovely shiggy. I love this sort of terrain and I
ran as fast as I could. C.S. had real trouble staying on his feet. One of these days I will
have him flat on his back.

As I emerged from the woods I was met with a very unusual sight, Tena Lady (T.L.) on a
swing! There was two other hashers (I'm not sure who as it was dark) on a see-saw
(what juveniles).
Eventually we arrived at the beer stop. Frogman poured beer over C.S.'s head. That
was very funny. Blowdry gave a rather good impression of a foghorn, enticing everyone
to more beer..She was louder than my yelps at the check.
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After the beer stop we were on our way back to the pub. C.S. emptied the contents of a
puddle over T.L. I think that was in retaliation for S.P. soaking me earlier.
We arrived back at the pub but unfortunately I wasn't allowed in so I sulked in the car
then had a kip.
On the hole I thought it was a good run, well marked and some interesting shiggy parts.
Well done Small Prick and roll on the next hash

on on
Bella

------------------------------------EH3 Christmas Meal

Sat 11th January 2014

This was another social triumph for our dream team GM’s
40 plus Hashers enjoyed a superb Christmas bash at The Chimes Restaurant
(The Bell Pub), Rettendon.
Beautifully laid tables with fun crackers, a warm and bright atmosphere made
for a lovely evening.
Down Down’s were awarded to everyone for various misdemeanours and later
Windsock lead the communal singing!

A great evening enjoyed by everyone.

Mistress
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Please contact any old hashers to invite them to this
evening of
R*N, CHAT and MEMORIES
7pm start
Venue to be arranged
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